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 I’m Christin, A Lifestyle Photographer  & Business Coach Splitting My Time Between Savannah, GA & Southern Ohio. Lover Of Hand-Dipped Chocolate Ice Cream, My Family, & Anything Blue. I Believe In Laughing Too Loud, Taking Chances, Traveling To New Places, & Riding With The Windows Down While Belting Out 90s Country.



Meet Christin
Hey There!!!










Christin is an amazing photographer. 
She gives good direction and is very fun to work with. 
I've gone to many photographers in the area 
and she is the best by far!!

-BRITTANY F.






Christin has an amazing eye for some of the most unique photography. 
She is personable, reliable, and so easy to work with. 
We could not have found a better photographer for our family! 
She is simply amazing!

-ERIN B.




Christin is a real pleasure to work with. 
Very creative and insightful, with a thorough knowledge of her craft. 
Easy going, would highly recommend for any occasion

-DEAN H. - Pastor 





Love the work that Christin does. 
She puts all her heart and soul into it. 
She is very easy going and very flexible! 
I don't take my son any where else, but to Christin! 
She's very amazing with children!

-JESSICA S.





After a long stress filled day, i FINALLY got the chance to work with Christin!! 
The shoot was amazing, and totally worth it. I was definitely afraid to see the outcome but totally confident now! She is AMAZING!!! Made me feel so comfortable and helped me channel that inner sexy, classy, girl.. that i needed too! If you’re on the fence about the shoot, GO FOR IT. I couldn’t have had a better time! Thanks again girl, you’re the best!!♥️💛❤️

-MISS C.
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have questions??
let's meet up for coffee or ice cream! 

© A Different Light Photography
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